I remember too ... but this volume must reach timely if unseemly end,
or if not timely, then some kind of seemly end.
So, 'I remember' to forget most of what I should have written to make
writing at all the full, expressive record I wanted it to be,
As with the stories of adventure in building I left out those I should
have liked best to write, so these pages lack the faces and names and places,
the times and circumstances that would be most revealing, really more
significant than any I have recalled. But that mutability, is it not the
charm of life, alive ?
Live up to life bravely, sensitively, conscientiously or even philoso-
phically, how we may, this fleeting and becoming defies fixation the more
we do so live it.
Therefore who can put his own life into his own hands? Or put it into
words of his own mouth? Then how to put it into the peri on this paper?
Unlucky he who could, however lucky we might be if he did.
TALIESIN III
Again Taliesin! Three times built, twice destroyed, yet a place of great
repose. When I am away from it, like some rubber band stretched out but
ready to snap back immediately the pull is relaxed or released, I get back
to it happy to be there again.
At sunrise last late September I stood again with bare feet on the virgin
sod of the Taliesin hill-crown. Looking off to the South I saw the now big
dark-green clump of fir-trees Uncle Thomas had planted there fifty years
ago to keep the little family chapel company and shade the Lloyd-Jones
picnics on a Sunday.
A little farther to the left—East—above the farm that used to be Uncle
James', rises the range of hills I sometimes walked along at night as a
barefoot boy in search of Peace, Beauty, Satisfaction, Rest, Over to the
right a little, West, there beyond are the far away hills where I went to
look for the cows: and where I believed the surplus of the fervent hymns
sung there used to go. Below and between are the many-coloured rolling
fields where Uncle James used to call to the young dreamer, 'Come back,
Frank, come back! *
Over the nearby ridge, wasting away, lies a reproach and a sorrow
to me—what is yet left of Aunt Nell and Aunt Jane's Hillside Home
School.
'Romeo and Juliet', the windmill tower, stands still bravely at work on
the hill crown to the right there, West, just above the old home-school.
Again a new wheel needed now: the third to be wrenched from its moor^
iji^s by the severe northwest storms. But the tower still stands* Uncles,
attats, nephews and nieces—they have all gone elsewhere—or forever
goitrbeyond. Occasionally, as in that boyhood time, come moments of tfie
other where .,. inner abstraction of the spirit. But now I hear no •
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